The first RNA World models were based on the concept of an RNA replicase -a ribozyme that was a good enough RNA polymerase that it could catalyze its own replication. Although several RNA polymerase ribozymes have been evolved in vitro, the creation of a true replicase remains a great experimental challenge. At first glance the alternative, in which RNA replication is driven purely by chemical and physical processes, seems even more challenging, given that so many unsolved problems appear to stand in the way of repeated cycles of nonenzymatic RNA replication. Nevertheless the idea of non-enzymatic RNA replication is attractive, because it implies that the first heritable functional RNA need not have improved replication, but could have been a metabolic ribozyme or structural RNA that conferred any function that enhanced protocell reproduction or survival. In this review, I discuss recent findings that suggest that chemically driven RNA replication may not be completely impossible.
Introduction
Considerable evidence supports the RNA World hypothesis of an early phase of life, prior to the evolution of coded protein synthesis, in which cellular biochemistry and genetics were largely the province of RNA (reviewed in [1, 2] ). The central question concerning the origin of life has thus become: how did the RNA World emerge from the prebiotic chemistry of the early earth? The emergence of the RNA World can be divided, conceptually, into two phases: first, the prebiotic synthesis of ribonucleotides and of RNA molecules, and second, the replication of genomic RNA molecules within replicating protocells. As recently as 2004, Leslie Orgel, one of the great founding fathers of the field of prebiotic chemistry, suggested that "the abiotic synthesis of RNA is so difficult that it is unclear that the RNA World could have evolved de novo on the primitive earth" [3] . While a complete solution to the problem is not yet in hand, major advances have recently been made in this area, primarily from the Sutherland lab [4] [5] [6] , such that there is now considerable optimism that a robust pathway to the assembly of ribonucleotides and RNA oligomers will eventually be found.
Unfortunately, even given prebiotically generated RNA templates and abundant ribonucleotides, we do not understand how cycles of template-directed RNA replication could occur. RNA replication is fundamental to the RNA World model of early life, as it is essential for the transmission of useful genetic information (and variation) from mother cells to daughter cells. Although early discussions of the RNA World neglected the cellular nature of life, it is clear that the emergence of Darwinian evolution required spatial localization, so that potentially useful RNAs could accrue an advantage for themselves [7, 8] . A cellular (i.e. membrane delimited) structure is a simple way to accomplish this, and provides a direct connection to the cellular structure of all modern life. At first glance, localization on the outer surface of vesicles (or on the surface of mineral particles, within porous rocks etc. etc.) would seem to pose less of a problem with respect to accessibility to oligonucleotide or activated monomer building blocks, as well as primers and divalent cations. However, if an evolving genetic system became adapted to and dependent on such an environment, the subsequent transition to a membrane based cellular structure would have been very difficult if not impossible. Although a protocellular structure poses more problems initially, it is actually simpler to solve these problems up front rather than leave them till later when they could become completely intractable. In this Perspective, I will therefore focus on RNA replication in the context of a cellular environment, as described in recent model studies [9, 10] .
The original RNA World model envisaged a central role for RNA mediated catalysis in driving RNA replication, a seemingly straightforward extrapolation from the then recently discovered activities of biological ribozymes [11] . Despite recent progress [12, 13] , the experimental demonstration of RNA-catalyzed RNA copying still requires significant increases in efficiency and accuracy before selfreplication can be achieved. In addition, replication cycles would require some means of strand separation, which is in itself a formidable challenge as a result of the high melting temperature of long RNA duplexes.
In light of the above problems, I suggest that it is worthwhile to revisit the much earlier model of chemical (i.e., non-enzymatic) RNA replication. Orgel, along with many of his students and colleagues, worked on this problem for many years and made considerable progress by demonstrating the partial copying of short RNA templates in the presence of suitably activated nucleotide substrates. In one of the most impressive examples of such chemistry, a full length complement of a 14-mer all GC template was generated in the presence of activated G and C monomers, albeit in low yield (< 2%) [14] . Despite such achievements, the efficient and accurate copying of arbitrary template sequences has remained frustratingly out of reach. The problems standing in the way of robust RNA template copying have been reviewed in detail [15] . Furthermore, as a result of the historical focus on template copying chemistry, the additional issues related to continuing cycles of replication such as strand separation and strand reannealing have seldom been considered. In addition, template copying experiments have been, with few exceptions [9] , performed in solution, so that problems related to the compatibility of RNA replication and protocell membranes have also been neglected. Here I will review recent conceptual and experimental advances that point the way to a possible experimental realization of multiple cycles of chemically driven (i.e., non-enzymatic) RNA replication in a manner that could be integrated into a protocell model. I will also discuss the implications of chemical RNA replication for the emergence of the RNA World from the prebiotic chemistry of the early earth.
Discussion

Eight major problems in the way of cycles of chemical RNA replication
The most significant problems standing in the way of an experimental demonstration of multiple cycles of RNA replication can be summed up in the following list of 8 problems, each of which must be solved to enable continuing genomic replication within reproducing protocells.
1. Regiospecificity: chemical template copying generates complementary strands with a heterogeneous backbone containing randomly interspersed 2'-5' and 3'-5' linkages.
2. High Tm of long RNA duplexes: because of the high melting temperature of RNA duplexes, the accurate copying of an RNA template will generate a dead-end duplex product.
3. Fidelity of template copying chemistry: the accuracy of chemical replication is insufficient to allow for the propagation of functional genetic information.
4. Rate of template copying chemistry: chemical template copying occurs on the same timescale as template and substrate degradation.
5. Reactivation chemistry: the efficiency of template copying is limited by substrate hydrolysis, but current means of re-activating hydrolyzed substrates lead to damaging side reactions that would destroy both templates and substrates.
6. Divalent metal ions: the high concentrations of divalent cations required for RNA template-copying reactions catalyze RNA degradation and are incompatible with known vesicle replication systems.
7. Primer-independent RNA replication: replication based on primer-extension is incompatible with a protocell model system, because protocells cannot take up exogenous primers.
8. Strand reannealing: the reannealing of separated strands prevents template copying, but the rate of strand reannealing is orders of magnitude faster than current copying chemistry.
Taken together, the above issues might suggest that the chemical replication of RNA templates within protocells is impossible. However, in the following sections, I will discuss each point in turn, and show that there are potential solutions to all of these problems. If such solutions can be experimentally demonstrated, it may yet be possible to implement chemically driven RNA replication inside replicating protocells.
Regiospecificity
Ribonucleotides have two nucleophiles, the 2' and 3' hydroxyls, that can potentially attack the activated 5'-phosphate of an adjacent nucleotide during RNA polymerization. Thus RNA template copying reactions generate products containing a substantial proportion of 2'-5' phosphodiester linkages, in place of the natural 3'-5' linkages ( Figure 1 ). The ratio of 2'-5' to 3'-5' linkages can be shifted in favor of the desired 3'-5' product through the use of specific metal ions as catalysts, e.g. Zn 2+ in place of Mg 2+ [16] , and the use of specific leaving groups on the activated nucleotides, e.g. 2-methyl-imidazole in place of imidazole [17] . The reasons for the changes in regiospecificity are unknown, but in any case 2'-5' linkages still make up 10-30% of the backbone of the newly synthesized complementary strand. It has long been thought that this is a serious, even fatal, problem with respect to purely chemical RNA replication, because such backbone heterogeneity has been assumed to preclude the evolution of heritable, functional structures such as ribozymes. Recent findings suggest that this problem may be less severe than originally anticipated, and there are even reasons to think that imperfect regiospecificity may be essential for continued cycles of chemical RNA replication. Consider first the question of functional sequences. We recently showed [18] that non-heritable backbone heterogeneity involving ribo-vs. deoxyribo-sugars does not prevent the in vitro evolution of functional aptamers. We used a mutant form of T7 RNA polymerase to generate libraries of random sequences in which every position in every transcript had a roughly 50/50 chance of being either a ribonucleotide or a deoxyribonucleotide. We then selected for binding to either of two small molecule targets, ATP or GTP, and carried out cycles of amplification and selection until the pool was dominated by target binding sequences. Despite the shuffling of the backbone ribo/deoxyribo heterogeneity during each round of amplification by RT-PCR-transcription, we were able to evolve aptamers with high specificity for their target ligands, although binding affinity was weaker than seen in previously isolated RNA or DNA aptamers for the same ligands. Thus, sequences exist that encode structures that are relatively insensitive to this particular type of backbone heterogeneity. These results are consistent with previous experiments, including occasional examples of aptamers that function whether they are made of RNA or DNA [19] , and the observation that in other aptamers relatively few positions must be either ribo-or deoxyribo-nucleotides [20, 21] .
The finding that non-heritable ribo/deoxyribo backbone heterogeneity does not preclude heritable function raises the question of whether other types of backbone heterogeneity, including 2'-5' linkages in RNA, are consistent with heritable function. Unfortunately it is not currently possible to enzymatically generate RNA transcripts that contain significant levels of 2'-5' linkages, because all known RNA polymerases are highly specific for the synthesis of 3'-5' linkages. However, the chemical synthesis of such mixed transcripts is quite simple, and ongoing experiments should reveal the extent to which 2'-5' linkages can be tolerated within known ribozymes and aptamers. If significant levels of 2'-5' linkages are tolerable in at least some structures, then it may well be that perfect or even high regiospecificity was simply not a requirement of the primordial RNA replication process.
High Tm of long RNA duplexes
The second major problem with RNA replication is the difficulty of strand separation. RNA duplexes of significant length have very high melting temperatures, and duplexes of even 30-50 base-pairs may be impossible to thermally denature under the conditions required for replication (extrapolated from data in [22] ). Thus, given an efficient and accurate copying chemistry, the conversion of a single-stranded RNA template into an RNA duplex would simply lead to a dead-end product. Without a simple means of separating the strands, such as thermal cycling, there is no way to continue to the next generation of replication. One way to lower the Tm of an RNA duplex is through errors in the copying chemistry, i.e. the introduction of mismatches. However, a reasonably low error rate (< 2% per position per strand) is thought to be necessary to allow for the inheritance of functional RNAs such as ribozymes (see Section 2.4 below). Such a low error rate is unlikely to result in sufficient RNA duplex destabilization to solve the strand separation problem, suggesting that we should look for additional destabilizing mechanisms.
It has been known for many years that 2'-5' linked RNA duplexes have a much lower Tm than natural RNA duplexes [23] . A few studies indicate that even a small proportion of 2'-5' linkages in an otherwise all 3'-5' RNA duplex can greatly lower the Tm [24, 25] . Thus a non-enzymatic chemical copying process that generates a mixed-backbone product would be amenable to continued replication cycles through thermal strand separation, whereas a perfectly regiospecific system would not.
The imperfect regiospecificity of chemically copied RNA may be important in a more subtle way than simply enabling strand separation. The heterogeneous mixture of products generated by repeated copying of a given sequence that encodes, for example, a ribozyme, may include some strands that retain excellent functionality because no particular 2'-5' linkage disrupts the folded structure of the ribozyme. Such strands are likely to be poor templates because of the energetic barrier to unfolding, but other strands in which 2'-5' linkages do disrupt the folded structure will be better templates, and they could be used preferentially for subsequent rounds of replication. Thus a heterogeneous set of products may support both superior function and superior replication compared to a homogeneous product. In summary, the imperfect regiospecificity resulting from chemical RNA replication may be precisely what allowed RNA to emerge as the first replicating polymer on the early earth.
Fidelity of template copying chemistry
In order for RNA to have emerged as the genetic polymer that enabled protocells to evolve in a Darwinian manner, the process of RNA replication must have been accurate enough to allow for the transmission of useful information from generation to generation, indefinitely [26] . To a first approximation, the minimum fidelity that must be exceeded corresponds to an error rate less than the reciprocal of the number of functionally important bases, i.e. 1/n where n is the effective genome size. Greater error rates lead to an "error catastrophe", the inability to transmit useful information, no matter how strong the selective advantage conferred by that information. Useful information in this context is generally thought to imply sequences with ribozyme activity, where the ribozyme confers an advantage to the cell as a whole, e.g., by the catalytic synthesis of a useful metabolite. For example, we have recently shown that catalyzed phospholipid synthesis could confer such a selective advantage by driving protocell membrane growth through the adsorption of fatty acid molecules from surrounding vesicles [27] . It is possible that other metabolic ribozymes or even structural RNAs could contribute to cell survival or reproduction. Since the smallest highly active ribozymes are in the size range of~50 nucleotides [28] , the error rate during template copying should be less than~2% at each position, assuming that only about half of the nucleotide positions need to be specified, but each position must be copied twice for full replication [29] . A recent study [30] suggests that the average error rate during RNA copying is~17%, although this could potentially be reduced to under~10% by using optimized nucleotide ratios, and perhaps further reduced to~5% on GC-rich templates since U residues in the template contribute most to the overall error rate. Clearly, a robust means of further reducing the error rate is critical if non-enzymatic RNA replication is to serve as the means for initiating Darwinian evolutionary processes.
A recently described phenomenon that increases the effective fidelity of template copying follows from the observation that fidelity influences the rate of template copying. Primer-extension following a mismatch can be much slower than following a Watson-Crick base-pair. Such post-mismatch stalling was originally noticed in enzymatic reactions [31, 32] but is also significant in a non-enzymatic DNA template-copying model system [33] . The beneficial effect of post-mismatch stalling on fidelity is a consequence of the fact that those templates that are completed first tend to be the most accurately copied. If those rapidly completed accurate copies are immediately available for use as new templates (i.e., if strand separation is fast), then the average fidelity of replication is increased. Under reasonable circumstances, the effective fidelity can be 2-5 times as great as that calculated in the absence of the stalling effect (i.e. when all templates are fully copied once per cell cycle). The observation that fidelity is a time-dependent variable can therefore lead to situations in which the Eigen error threshold can be circumvented, and information can be transmitted in the face of error rates that, classically considered, would lead inexorably to the decay of useful information.
Unfortunately it has not yet been possible to measure stalling parameters in an all RNA template-copying system, due to the low rates of post-mismatch primer extension reactions. In order to assess the possible role of stalling in increasing the fidelity of RNA replication, RNA stalling parameters should be measured as means are developed to increase rates of RNA copying chemistry. In the case of RNA, the major source of copying errors is wobble base-pairing, primarily G:U mismatch formation [30] , as expected from the geometric similarity of Watson-Crick and wobble base-pairs together with thermodynamic base-pair stability data [22] . Since the stalling effect on primer-extension is likely to be smaller following wobble base-pairs (G:U or A:C) than more disruptive mismatches, it is possible that stalling may only marginally increase the fidelity of RNA replication, in which case other means of increasing fidelity must be identified. Macromolecular catalysts solve this problem by helping to properly position the incoming monomers, and small molecule catalysts, including short peptides and intercalators, may also be able to minimize wobble mismatch formation through such steric effects. Screens for such catalysts are an important future research direction.
An alternative approach to improving fidelity is to consider nucleobase analogs that may increase the energetic discrimination between Watson-Crick and wobble base-pairs (Figure 2) . A promising example is 2-thio-U (or 2-thio-T or other 5-substituted forms of 2-thio-U), based on thermodynamic data [34] that indicate that 2-thio-U forms a stronger base-pair with A than does standard U (by about 1 kcal/mol), while slightly destabilizing G:U pairing. This substitution could therefore significantly increase the fidelity of RNA copying. It is also possible that the 2-thio-U substitution may further distort the geometry of a G:2-thio-U mismatch, thus increasing the stalling effect and further enhancing fidelity. The even bulkier 2-seleno-U substitution has also been proposed as a means of enhancing the fidelity of replication [35, 36] . In nature, both 2-thio-U and 2-seleno-U are found in the wobble position of certain tRNAs where translational fidelity demands discrimination between Watson-Crick and wobble pairing in the third position of the codon [35, 37] . It will be interesting to see if activated 2-thio-U (or 2-seleno-U) leads to enhanced fidelity in RNA template copying experiments. This connection to modern biology makes these substitutions particularly interesting as a possible relic of the emergence of the RNA World. Since any prebiotic chemistry leading to 2-thio-U is also likely to generate 2-thio-C, it will be important to assess the effect of this modification on the rate and fidelity of copying of RNA templates. Interestingly, the G:2-thio-C base-pair is only 0.6 kcal/mol less stable than a standard G:C base-pair at an internal position in a RNA duplex, and replacement of G with inosine (I) to generate an I:2-thio-C base-pair has almost no effect [38] , suggesting that RNA templates that include either G or I residues should also be examined.
Rate of template copying chemistry
The copying of short RNA templates by the polymerization of activated monomers is typically examined over a time-course of days. In order to achieve optimal copying, high salt and divalent cation (usually Mg 2+ , from 0.05 to 0.75 M) concentrations are used. However, in the presence of such high Mg 2+ concentrations, singlestranded RNA templates experience significant degradation over a timescale similar to that of polymerization, while the activated monomers degrade by hydrolysis and cyclization ( Figure 3 ). It would clearly be helpful to find conditions or catalysts that specifically increase the rate of polymerization relative to the rates of degradative processes. Furthermore, the rate of template copying varies greatly with template composition. The polymerization of activated GMP on poly-C templates generates oligomers up to 50 nucleotides in length over the course of a week [15] , so an increase in the rate of the individual primer-extension step of only 10-fold would be sufficient to lead to efficient copying of moderately long templates. However, the copying of other bases interspersed within a C-rich template is much slower, so chemistry that would lead to equivalently rapid polymerization of all four nucleotides must be identified.
A-rich templates are among the most difficult RNA sequences to copy, most likely because of the relatively weak A:U base-pair combined with the low stacking energy of the incoming U monomer. Recent work from the Richert lab addresses this problem [39, 40] . Downstream helper oligos, designed to leave a single-nucleotide gap between primer and helper oligo, into which the incoming U monomer could fit, were found to contribute significantly to the rate and extent of primer extension. In a second advance, the hydroxyazabenzotriazole (OAt) leaving group was found to lead to significantly improved rates of primer-extension compared to 2-methylimidazole activation when the reactions were carried out at elevated pH (8.9 vs. 7.7). This is probably due at least in part to the higher pK a of N7 of the OAt group compared to that of 2-methylimidazole, such that the optimal reaction pH increases from~7.5 to~8.9. While increasing pH speeds up polymerization, it also speeds up degradative processes, so it is unclear whether there is a net benefit from this approach other than decreasing the overall time frame of the experiments. Moderately increased pH is compatible with fatty acid vesicle systems, many of which exhibit optimal stability near pH 8.5. A further increase in the overall extent of primer extension was observed when the reaction mixture was frozen at -20°C, probably due to the increased monomer concentration in the thin layers of eutectic fluid between the ice crystals. Unfortunately freezing is incompatible with vesicle encapsulated reactions due to vesicle rupture by ice crystals.
An alternative means of enhancing the copying of AUrich sequences would be to take advantage of the fact that 2-thio-U forms a significantly stronger A:U base-pair than U. It will be of great interest to see if activated 2-thio-UMP allows for more rapid and efficient copying of A residues in RNA templates, either as a result of better template binding, or as a consequence of the conformational constraint of the 2-thio-U monomer in the 3'-endo configuration [41] , which may increase the rate of the chemical step. If so, this effect, combined with the possibility of enhanced fidelity, would be a strong argument in favor of a role for this simple nucleobase modification in a primordial system for chemical RNA replication.
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complementary strand; the use of pre-formed oligonucleotide substrates should therefore lead to faster template copying. Due to slow membrane permeation, oligonucleotide substrates must be formed inside the protocell from monomers that have diffused into the cell from the external environent. Given a pool of activated nucleotides, oligomers will inevitably begin to assemble, both on and off the template (Figure 4) . If the template concentration inside a vesicle is high, most of these oligonucleotides will be generated on the template. On the other hand, a low initial template concentration coupled with a high concentration of activated monomers would favor the non-template-directed formation of short oligomers, which could lower the fidelity of template copying. Short oligomers formed on the template will usually dissociate from the template before being further extended, but may re-bind and react with adjacent monomers or oligomers to generate longer oligomers. In a vesicle-encapsulated replication process, such longer oligomers would accumulate inside the vesicle, increasing in concentration with time. Oligomers of 4 nucleotides and longer are probably permanently trapped inside the vesicle where they were formed, and even dimers and trimers only slowly leak out at high temperature [42] . Thus, a pool of short and long oligonucleotides, complementary to the template sequence would build up with time, and they could be the major substrates for complete assembly of full-length complementary strands. In this scenario, oligonucleotide ligation together with gap filling reactions involving monomers and shorter oligomers, would lead to product strand synthesis. The final stages of product strand assembly could therefore involve only a few bond-forming steps, and could occur quite rapidly (for an excellent example in a non-RNA model system, see [43, 44] ). The fidelity of complementary strand synthesis in this manner is unclear. In model experiments with random sequence hexamer DNA oligonucleotides, chemical ligation on a template was been found to be surprisingly accurate [45] , especially at higher reaction temperatures. Clearly, detailed model studies with RNA should be performed to address the fidelity of RNA template copying with RNA oligonucleotide substrates. The hierarchical assembly of full-length complementary strands will influence many aspects of the replication process. For example, if oligonucleotide substrates Figure 3 Activated nucleotides are subject to spontaneous degradation. Hydrolysis (left) and cyclization (right) reactions decrease substrate availability and limit the extent of template copying.
Szostak Journal of Systems Chemistry 2012, 3:2 http://www.jsystchem.com/content/3/1/2 gradually assemble over cycles of binding, reaction and dissociation, the regiospecificity of longer oligonucleotides may be greater than that of the intrinsic chemical step, as a result of the greater duplex stability of 3'-5' linked RNA and hence preferential incorporation of all 3'-5' oligomers into the final product. Conversely, longer oligonucleotides may be necessary in order to copy template regions containing 2'-5' linkages. Due to the complex mixtures of substrates and products involved, traditional analytical methods (e.g., gel electrophoresis, HPLC) will not be sufficient to characterize such replication reactions; instead, modern high-resolution mass spectrometry methods will be essential.
The rate and extent of duplex assembly through oligonucleotide based ligation chemistry may be substantially increased by the presence of intercalating small molecules [46] . Intercalators can increase the effective affinity of short oligos for templates, acting in effect as a kind of glue that keeps an oligonucleotide substrate bound to a complementary template long enough for it to react with an adjacent monomer or oligonucleotide. A secondary consequence of this effect is a decrease in the rate of oligonucleotide cyclization, since only free singlestranded oligonucleotides can cyclize. Although these studies have been carried out on DNA model systems, it is likely that planar polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, perhaps decorated with positively charged functional groups, could act similarly on RNA to enhance the rate of template copying. The model studies described above suggest that template copying might be achieved through a very different pathway than the standard assembly of a complementary strand on the template. If oligonucleotides of varying lengths are gradually built up through partial copying of both complementary template strands, dissociation of these oligonucleotides from the template, followed by hybridization with each other, and finally ligation, could generate a duplex copy of the original template sequence ( Figure 5 ). This model, for conservative as opposed to semi-conservative replication, has two advantages: first, most oligonucleotides are base-paired most of the time, and are thus protected from alkylation by reactive electrophilic compounds, and second, slow chemical assembly of the duplex need not compete with strand reannealing (see below).
Conformational constraint may provide another route to accelerated template copying chemistry. In a comparison of primer-extension reactions on a series of different templates, the best templates were those that were more conformationally constrained in the direction of a canonical A-type helix with 3'-endo monomer units [47] . The polymerization of 2'-amino 5'-phosphorimidazolide monomers was, for example, faster on LNA templates than on RNA templates, which were in turn better than DNA or 2'-5' linked DNA templates. Thus, small molecules that constrain RNA conformation to the correct helical geometry may help to properly position incoming monomer or oligonucleotide substrates, thus increasing the rate of template-copying. Furthermore, the cooperativity of double helix formation suggests that template saturation with either monomer or oligomer substrates may favor the correct geometry, leading to enhanced reaction rates, fidelity and regiospecificity [48] .
Reactivation chemistry
The hydrolysis and cyclization of chemically activated mononucleotide and oligonucleotide substrates limits the extent of template copying that can be achieved in closed system reactions. For RNA substrates, the rates of hydrolysis and cyclization are comparable to the rates
LG-pN 3' Figure 4 Complex manifold of oligonucleotide extension reactions. Oligonucleotides, both free (top) and template-bound (bottom) may react with activated nucleotides (LG-pN) resulting in 3'-elongation. The equilibrium between free and template-bound oligonucleotides is a function of both length and complementarity to the template. Similar sets of reactions may occur in parallel at all positions on the template. Over many cycles of template-binding and unbinding, longer oligonucleotides that are complementary to the template will accumulate. Ultimately, oligonucleotide ligation and gap-filling reactions may lead to complete assembly of a full-length complementary strand.
of template-directed polymerization. Since the copying of a template by primer-extension with monomer substrates involves many sequential reaction steps, it is common in such experiments to use a large excess of monomers over template, to ensure that, even in late stages of the reaction, there is at least some activated monomer left. Unfortunately, hydrolyzed monomers act as competitive inhibitors of the copying reaction, since they can bind to the template but cannot be incorporated into a growing chain [49] . It is clear that a chemical process that could continuously reactivate hydrolyzed substrates, e.g. regenerate phosphorimidazolides from 5'-nucleoside monophosphates, would greatly increase the efficiency of copying reactions and would probably allow for the successful copying of much longer templates. To maintain the pool of substrates in a highly activated state, e.g. at a high ratio of 5'-phosphorimidazolides to 5'-phosphates, a mild and specific reagent that can be introduced continuously to the system is required. Known phosphate activation chemistries that could operate in the context of an aqueous RNA replication reaction tend to involve highly reactive and non-specific activating agents such as carbodiimides that also alkylate nucleobases [50, 51] . While the alkylation of G and U can be minimized by keeping the pH mildly acidic (so that N1 of G and N3 of U remain protonated), polymerization chemistry generally operates best at mildly alkaline pH to facilitate deprotonation of the attacking hydroxyl. Other reagents such as cyanoimidazole, di-imidazole imine, carbonyl-diimidazole, and cyanoacetylene [4] are even more reactive and tend to alkylate mildly nucleophilic groups on both the nucleobases and sugars of both substrates and templates.
An attractive alternative activation strategy is to use a leaving group bearing a thioester functionality that would react rapidly with a phosphate monoester dianion, for the intramolecular delivery of the actual activating group (M. Powner, pers comm.). Alternatively, amino acid N-carboxyanhydrides, generated by reaction of amino acids with cyanate [52] [53], have been shown to react with nucleoside 5'-monophosphates to form aminoacyl-carboxyphosphate anhydrides [54] . Such intermediates, although susceptible to rapid hydrolysis, might be trapped by reaction with various substituted imidazoles to yield the more stable phosphorimidazolides, or might lead directly to oligonucleotide ligation or primer-extension in template-directed reactions.
A entirely different strategy is to side-step the issue of re-activation by going from a closed system to an open, flow system. The periodic introduction of fresh, activated substrates, coupled with the removal of both hydrolyzed and cyclized substrates, was used by Ferris et al. [55] to drive the non-template directed synthesis of long oligonucleotides and oligopeptides on mineral surfaces. More recently the same approach has been used to drive the copying of immobilized templates to completion. This has been beautifully demonstrated in recent work from the Richert lab [49] , using RNA templates immobilized on a solid support. This strategy could be modified to be compatible with the replication of templates encapsulated within fatty acid vesicles, by using vesicles attached to a surface. Flow over the surface could then result in the exchange of vesicle contents as fresh activated monomers diffused in, while hydrolyzed and cyclized monomers diffused out.
Divalent metal ions
RNA template-directed copying reactions are typically carried out in the presence of ≥ 0.1 M Mg 2+ . At lower concentrations, the reaction is slower, and little or no reaction is observed in the absence of Mg 2+ . Even Zn
2+
or Mn 2+ , which strongly decrease the pK a of bound water or a coordinated sugar hydroxyl, must be used in concentrations of 10-20 mM for optimal reaction. Such high concentrations are problematic because they lead to the degradation of RNA templates by transesterification mediated chain cleavage, i.e. attack of a 2'-OH on the adjacent phosphate, with formation of a 2'-3' cyclic phosphate terminated chain and a 5'-hydroxyl bearing downstream oligonucleotide [56] . In addition, high concentrations of divalent cations are incompatible with the existence of fatty acid based membranes, as a result of the rapid precipitation of the corresponding fatty acid salts at concentrations higher than 2-4 mM divalent Mg 2+ . How could RNA replication be induced to proceed in the presence of much lower concentrations of Mg 2+ or other divalent metal ions? One interesting possibility comes from a consideration of the mechanism of ribozymes [57] and protein DNA polymerases [58] , which act as phosphoryl transferases in part by binding and properly positioning metal ions so as to catalyze the desired reaction. The single chain viral RNA polymerases coordinate two catalytic Mg 2+ ions, in part through two conserved asp residues that are widely separated on the protein chain [59] . Interestingly, the multi-subunit cellular RNA polymerases also use two Mg 2+ ions in the active site, of which the more tightly bound ion is coordinated to three asp residues in a highly conserved NADFDGD peptide sequence [60, 61] . It is possible that short random asp/glu rich peptides could chelate Mg 2+ , in such a manner that the complex could still function in the catalysis of polymerization. Some such complexes might even be active at a lower concentration because of favorable binding interactions between the chelator or peptide and the RNA reactants. Peptides or even small molecules such as di-or tri-carboxylic acids that coordinate Mg 2+ and stabilize the optimal binding geometry may have a significantly enhanced catalytic effect through enhanced acid/base chemistry and/or stabilization of the transition state geometry.
It is notable that aspartic acid is one of the more abundant amino acids found in meteorites and synthesized in Miller-Urey type prebiotic simulations [62, 63] . Short random sequence peptides are likely to have been abundant in local environments on the early earth, and may have contributed to the activity of primitive ribozymes. It is an important and open question as to whether such short peptides were in a sense the evolutionary precursors of modern enzymes. In the hope of identifying such catalytic peptides, we are currently screening libraries of short peptides for catalysts of RNA template-copying chemistry. Zn 2+ is an interesting alternative to Mg 2+ as a catalytic metal ion for RNA polymerization, in large part because many protein enzymes, such as the DNA polymerase 3'-5' exonuclease domain, use a bound Zn 2+ ion in their active sites [64] . Zn 2+ was investigated early on in the Orgel lab, and was found to catalyze ImpG polymerization on oligoC templates with surprisingly good regiospecificity [16] . However, Zn 2+ did not catalyze the polymerization of ImpA on polyU templates, possibly due to different coordination of the metal ion with the nucleobase. As a result, the use of Zn 2+ has not been further investigated. However, the possibility remains that a Zn 2+ chelate or peptide complex could act as a more general catalyst of RNA replication at a concentration low enough to be compatible with membrane integrity.
A completely different approach to the problem of the incompatibility of high divalent metal ion concentrations and fatty acid based membranes would be to examine different membrane compositions, based on non-ionic surfactants that would not be affected by divalent metal ions. For example, prebiotically plausible membranes might be formed from fatty alcohols, esterified to one or more glyceric acid units so as to build up a polyol headgroup. A slightly different amphiphile formed by esterification of diglycerol with myristic acid forms vesicles in water [65] .
In addition, lysophospholipids mixed with fatty alcohols form membranes that are more resistant to divalent cations than fatty acid membranes. Clearly, the dynamic properties of such membranes must be examined to assess whether they could form the basis for a viable protocell model in the presence of high levels of divalent cations.
Primer-independent RNA replication
Most laboratory studies of template-copying chemistry make use of a primer, which is annealed to a template and then sequentially extended by monomer addition reactions. While such reactions are simple to analyze, they are prebiotically unrealistic. Even in laboratory studies of model protocells, primers cannot be added continuously because oligonucleotides of four residues or longer cannot cross fatty acid membranes. Furthermore, the initiation of template copying with a primer may be an inefficient approach to RNA replication, since synthesis must proceed sequentially from one end of the template to the other. A more realistic and possibly superior approach would involve nucleation of complementary strand synthesis in multiple locations (e.g., GC rich regions), which could greatly facilitate the copying of longer templates. Completion of replication by gap-filling processes could make use of a complex mixture of monomer and oligomer substrates, with the oligomers being synthesized by both template-directed and template-independent processes, as discussed above.
The initiation of template copying at multiple sites does raise several complicating issues however. Most importantly, the inactivation by hydrolysis of the 5'-end of a growing chain will be a fatal event, in the absence of ongoing re-activation chemistry (see above). Moreover, the reaction of the 5'-phosphate of a partial template copy with an activated monomer (or vice versa) will generate a 5'-5' pyrophosphate linked cap structure, which will terminate replication. It is therefore important to minimize this side reaction, if primer-independent copying is to work efficiently. The easiest way to accomplish this would seem to be through ongoing reactivation chemistry, so that the substrate pool is maintained in a highly activated state with few free 5'-phosphates. Alternatively, the presence of Zn 2+ , albeit at fairly high concentrations, has been reported to prevent the hydrolysis of guanosine 5'-phosphorimidazolide and the subsequent synthesis of 5'-5' pyrophosphate linked dinucleotides and cap structures [16] . This activity of Zn 2+ may result from coordination with N3 of the phosphorimidazolide, preventing protonation. If the inhibition of hydrolysis by Zn 2+ applies to all nucleotides, and the required Zn 2+ concentrations are not excessive, the efficiency of template copying could be significantly increased.
Strand re-annealing
Once an RNA template has been copied, the strands of the resulting duplex must be separated to allow for the next round of template copying. Strand separation could occur during transient high-temperature excursions, resulting from entrainment in the hot water emanating from a lacustrine hydrothermal vent, followed by rapid thermal quenching as the hot effluent mixes with surrounding cold lake or pond water [66, 67] . However, the decreasing temperature will initiate strand reannealing, which competes with template copying. The rate of strand reannealing is second order with respect to strand concentration, so this process can in principle be slowed arbitrarily by dilution. In PCR reactions, strand reannealing generally limits product strand concentration to about 1 μM; above that concentration, reannealing is faster than primer binding and enzymatic copying, which occur in seconds. The problem is much more severe for chemical replication, which may take hours to days. Unless chemical replication can be drastically speeded up, the maximum feasible strand concentration will be on the order of 1 nM. This might not be a problem for templates replicating in free solution, where the primary selection would be for optimal template structure. However, it is a major concern for vesicle-encapsulated templates, where strand concentrations of~1 nM correspond to only a few molecules in a vesicle of 3-4 micrometers diameter. At such a low concentration, it is hard to imagine a primitive metabolic ribozyme being able to generate enough of any useful product to have a selectively advantageous effect. For example, the presence of phospholipids in a fatty acid based membrane confers a growth advantage over vesicles that do not contain phospholipids, so a ribozyme that could generate phospholipids could confer a very strong selective advantage [27] . However, for a ribozyme at 1 nM to generate 1 mM of phospholipid (a reasonable local concentration) would require 10 6 turnovers; for this to occur in the course of a day (~10 5 s) would require a k cat of 10 s
, which is not inconceivable but which is unlikely for a primordial, (i.e., unoptimized) ribozyme. On the other hand, if strand concentrations could approach 1 μM, a much lower and more reasonable turnover number and k cat would suffice to confer a selectable effect -but this would require some means of slowing down strand reannealing so as to allow replication to continue at such concentrations. Alternatively a very small selective advantage acting over a long period of time might be sufficient to lead to ribozyme optimization.
There are many possible means for slowing strand reannealing, but almost all of these would generate new problems for either replication or ribozyme activity. For example, template strands with a high degree of secondary structure could fold more rapidly than reannealing, drastically slowing the rate of reannealing. However, chemical copying through such folded structures is likely to be much slower than on an open, unstructured template, so it is unclear that secondary structure would provide any net advantage.
A possible mechanism for slowing down strand reannealing rates without inhibiting replication would be the binding of complementary oligonucleotides generated during partial template-copying reactions, as discussed above. The rapid binding of such oligonucleotides to a template strand should inhibit reannealing, although the concentration dependence of this effect has not yet been experimentally investigated. This mechanism is appealing since the same oligonucleotides that would slow reannealing are also on-pathway replication intermediates, i.e. the same oligonucleotides could both slow reannealing of complementary strands and speed up the assembly of new full length copies of a template strand. On the other hand, it is also important to investigate experimentally whether high concentrations of such oligonucleotides would inhibit ribozyme function.
Conclusions
The arguments presented above suggest that some of the perceived difficulties with chemical RNA replication, such as regiospecificity and strand separation, will turn out not to be problems after all. Other difficulties, such as the fidelity of the replication process, have simple potential solutions, such as the substitution of U with 2-thio-U, while other problems, such as the slow rate of template copying, may yield to a combination of several distinct improvements. Although a great deal of experimental work must yet be done, all of the major apparent stumbling blocks on the path to RNA replication appear to be at least potentially amenable to fairly simple solutions. An interesting and somewhat surprising aspect of this conclusion is the frequent coupling between solutions to different problems. Perhaps most strikingly, accepting a heterogeneous backbone containing both 2' and 3' linkages solves the Tm problem. Similarly, replacing U with 2-thio-U has the potential to solve both the difficulty of copying A-rich templates as well as the poor fidelity caused by wobble pairing. However, the effect of 2'-5' linkages in a template strand on the rate and fidelity of template-directed copying must be evaluated. Finding a mild but effective re-activation chemistry should help not only by increasing the rate of template-copying, but also by minimizing termination events caused by 5'-pyrophosphate capping. An appropriate peptide chelator of Mg 2+ or Zn 2+ might solve not only the problem of compatibility with fatty acid protocell membranes, but could also decrease template and substrate degradation, and potentially increase rates of ligation or polymerization. Conversely, the failure to solve one problem is likely to impact many aspects of the replication problem. Such a high degree of interaction and interdependence highlights the fact that the problem of chemical RNA replication is truly a problem in 'systems chemistry', in which all aspects of a complex system must be considered together.
The process of vesicle-encapsulated, chemically-driven RNA replication appears to be compatible with laboratory models of protocell replication, as well as with a specific geochemical scenario that we have previously proposed [67] . A geothermally active region of the early earth that was generally cold could contain numerous lakes and ponds, similar to Yellowstone lake in the USA, and many other environments on the modern earth, in which hydrothermal vents release plumes of hot water into cold lake water [66] . In such an environment, protocells would exist at low temperatures most of the time, during which template copying could occur, punctuated by short intervals at high temperature, leading to strand separation and an influx of nutrients such as nucleotides. Endorheic lakes or ponds could accumulate organic compounds to high levels, especially in geothermally active regions where fatty acids and related compounds might be synthesized by Fischer-Tropsch type chemistry, and high energy carbonnitrogen compounds could be synthesized as a result of electrical discharges surrounding active volcanoes. Sulfurous exhalations such as COS and H 2 S could be important for the synthesis of thioesters or N-carboxyanhydrides for re-activation chemistry, and for the synthesis of modified nucleosides such as 2-thio-U for improved rate and fidelity of RNA replication.
If the first replicating protocells relied on a chemically replicating RNA genome, it is likely that the first ribozyme to evolve carried out a metabolic function, such as phospholipid synthesis, that conferred an advantage on its host cell [27] . As soon as that occurred, there would be strong selective pressure for improved replication of the sequence encoding that ribozyme. It is interesting to speculate as to the types of ribozyme-catalyzed activities that could lead to enhanced replication efficiency in such a scenario [68] . For example, nuclease ribozymes that trimmed off terminal mismatched nucleotides from growing oligonucleotide chains would increase both fidelity and the rate of replication (because of the post mismatch stalling effect). Other nucleases that trimmed overlapping oligonucleotides would facilitate chemical ligation, again increasing both rate and fidelity. Phosphodiesterases that regenerated 5'-nucleoside monophosphates from 3'-5' cyclic nucleotides would increase the pool of monomer substrates, while nucleases that cleaved cyclic oligonucleotides would increase the available pools of oligonucleotide substrates. Other ribozymes might catalyze the synthesis of 5'-activated phosphates from available activating agents, while a hydrolase could recycle 5'-pp-5' dinucleotides into viable substrates. Finally, of course, ligases and polymerases could contribute to the replication process, but there is no reason to think that such activities must have come first. The diversity of activities that could increase the efficiency of genomic replication suggest that selection for enhanced replication efficiency would have driven a rapid complexification of the biochemical machinery of early protocells.
By considering a series of factors that may have allowed for the chemical replication of RNA, we have come to a novel picture of the emergence of the RNA World from prebiotic chemistry. Most significantly, the RNA of the early RNA World was not modern RNA -it was a more primitive version, with a heterogeneous backbone containing mixed 3'-5' and 2'-5' linkages, and it may also have exhibited subtle chemical differences in its nucleobases, such as sulfur-substituted pyrimidines. Perhaps the long hypothesized progenitor nucleic acid [69] that would be easier to synthesize and to replicate than canonical RNA is really no more than a slightly modified version of standard RNA. This would solve the greatest problem with the progenitor nucleic acid hypothesis, which is the difficult nature of the genetic takeover of a distinct nucleic acid by RNA. With such a similar progenitor, it is much easier to understand how sequence-encoded functionality could be maintained during the takeover. At the same time the takeover itself is easier to understand, since all that would be required is a gradually more sophisticated replication apparatus, consisting of a replicase that would impose regiospecificity and fidelity, and enzymatic machinery for strand separation or strand-displacement synthesis. The advantages of producing a homogeneous genetic material from abundant building blocks could have driven the transition to modern RNA, in parallel with the increasing complexity of the metabolic and replication machinery.
